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2020-03-26 updates: ez u - i have been remapping the original everquest zones. took me a lot longer than anticipated, but i finally finished the originals. i also added a lot of the ze zones to the ez server. a lot of the original maps are really hard to understand, even for me, so i decided to remap many of them. i made a new version of darkhollow and added a lot of the maps that used to be in darkhollow to that map. remapped a lot of bloodfields. been remapping the original zones for the past week or so. it is very fun to see how much better they look. 2020-03-27 updates: ez u - remapping of the original everquest zones is
finally done. i had to correct a few things, but it was a lot of fun. i also added a few of the rof2 zones to the ez server. i have been remapping these ever since and they look so much better. 2020-09-01 i spent some time redoing the entire map of the plane of shadow, the catacombs of dranik, and the sewers of dranik. i also remapped the old ruins of kunark. i will probably be doing all the original content, so these maps will be useful to anyone playing the game on emulation or older server versions. 2020-10-01 i spent some time doing more of the maps for original content. i completed the exploration zones of the plane of

shadow, the catacombs of dranik, the sewers of dranik, and the ruined city of dranik. i did some work on the emerald jungle as well. i have started work on the final maps for the torment of velious. i still have a few dungeons to finish, but i hope to have everything done by the end of the year.
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A fastidious activity to read but I actually managed to grasp it, you’re a great author. I found myself enjoying the data you presented certain fascinating things but I can’t refrain from comment. I would like to
check out all of the strategies you have got just shared above. They’re very great in nature and will undoubtedly do me one of the best to use in my opinion. Nevertheless, I have a suspicion there are a great

number of more enjoyable opportunities in the future for those who take a look at your website. Most likely you’ve got some great upcoming activities. I wanted to send a note so as to say thanks again
considering the superb ideas you have discussed above. It has been so incredibly generous of you to offer without restraint all that a few people wouldve created as an e book to help make some cash for their
own end, specifically considering that you could possibly have done it if you wanted. These ideas also worked like the good way to realize that other individuals have the same passion similar to my very own to
realize a good deal more with respect to this problem. I believe there are some more enjoyable sessions in the future for individuals that take a look at your blog. Illierub for sharing this post. I know whatever
was imrovement at quality and amount. It is lack of understanding and self studying. Good job. Want to read more? Write one! Take your time in any way, and study to learn a little bit, understand what youve

read, or there'll be no future for you. Also, it's important to keep this a blog, not a forum. This site is a place for knowledge sharing, not argumentation. 5ec8ef588b
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